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Executive  summary
This project has delivered a unique new suite of tools to help reduce congestion on UK roads associated 

with traffic signals. Its innovations are:

- Using, for the first time, data from individual connected vehicles to indicate congestion impact to that 

vehicle, rather than aggregated data commonly used today, so adding a much richer data picture

- Processing this data to provide a “zoomable” picture of traffic performance from across a city, through 

corridor analysis down zooming into individual turning moves and delays at signals

- Using connected vehicle data to provide detailed data on potentially every UK signal junction without 

physically attending the site – using a “data as a service “ approach

- Developing tools to provide measures of performance of corridors and junctions to support prioritisation 

of maintenance, and before and after evaluation of improvements, and in the future real time signal 

optimisation

- Developing a knowledge base for using future connected vehicle data in traffic signals including the 

ability to potentially use Bus Open Data Service feeds for bus priority monitoring, and to support new 

services like Green Light Optimum Speed Advice (GLOSA) 
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Executive Summary 2 
These tools have been developed through extensive user needs consultation and discovery with 12 local 

authorities of different sizes and needs. By continually checking and testing with data about their own 

networks, and because of the encouraging feedback from potential customers, we are confident that we 

have met enough user needs to warrant further development into a commercial service.

The advent of COVID meant we were not able to use the tool to evaluate before and after signal 

improvements, as the “shape of traffic” has fundamentally changed. However, users have identified value 

from the tools in improving day to day operations, and having a new insight to help them prioritise spends. 

Our LA sponsor, City of York Council, has been critical in testing and approving our work “in the wild”.  We 

are currently evaluating whether bus location data ingested from the Bus Open Data Service (BODS) can 

be used to provide insight into bus movements, identify where buses impact the movement of other 

vehicles and how to use this tool to tune the new GLOSA installation in York.

INRIX in the US has developed a tool for signal analytics tailored to the US. Combing the UK “zoom in” with 

this US bottom up approach will result in a tool of global value. INRIX plans to launch this production tool 

early next year as part of its existing IQ Suite and will provide a commensurate discount to those LAs who 

participated in its development. 
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About the PATH Project

• A tool to examine corridor , junction and turn performance

• To prioritise maintenance and updates, plan changes etc

• To quantify delays, by zooming in from city down to junction

• To support future evaluation (before and after, GLOSA)

• Uses INRIX anonymised FVD

• Beyond aggregated journey times

• Individual vehicles, to lever off current and future connectivity

• 12 LA users contribute to user needs 

• Testing in anger now COVID settling
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Captured user needs from multiple authorities to deliver products
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Example Heatmap
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Turning Movement Journey Time Measurement

And an ahead movement too…
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The work done that the user sees
We have developed in an agile user driven way tools to:

• Take INRIX individual vehicle movement GPS data and process this historically to show:

• Historic  performance along a corridor based on Open Street Map, chosen as an LA can edit it directly and 

as OS products not available to us

• Developed a performance indicator that makes the best use of this new data and is useful to LAs

• Tested and improved with LA local knowledge 

• Junction based and between junction performance via time /space diagrams “ curtain beads”

• Turning proportions and delays for junctions – a wide variety across the country

• Shown before and after COVID performance for several LAs

• Developed a real time tool – at user request – to show INRIX incident data and capture of events

• Developed and tested the service with several LAs, bringing in user feedback and giving then free data

• Used in transport models etc 

• Have a path to ingest external non INRIX data 

• Exploring ingesting Bus Open Data Service

• Data from OBD2 dongles to assist City of York with assessment of GLOSA
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The work done - technical
• Built a prototype cloud hosted web application

• Integrated with INRIX traffic API to provide real-time traffic alerts

• Built a data ingestion pipeline for raw INRIX Trips data into time-series / geospatial database (PostgreSQL + 

TimescaleDB + PostGIS)

• Devised a method of defining user selected corridor routes as a sequence of OpenStreetMap ways (a 

WayFingerprint).

• Validated routes against INRIX trajectories to generate a SegmentFingerprint for each route

• Indexed routes and trajectories to allow for efficient searching of journeys along corridors using PostgreSQL full 

text search

• Devised a PerformanceIndex (PI) to compare journey times across individual segments

• Created an algorithm for setting the baseline speed across segments that varies dependent on whether they are 

the ingress or egress to signalised junctions.

• Used OpenStreetMap to import segment attributes such as street name, presence of traffic signals

• Aggregated journey times into 5 time buckets to generate ‘heatmap’ view of a corridor

• Presented a way of visualising individual journeys along a corridor (the “curtain bead” diagram)

• Integrated with York’s UTC system to capture the current signal plan from each signal controller
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The current status -user
The tools have gone through many sprints and tests and we are focusing on the key user asks before a 

large demo at the October TTF event .

1. Work is continuing on a “zoom in” version of the curtain bead diagram

• to allow focus on a single junction and its ingress/ egress

• to improve the number of data samples, by including all vehicles that just went through the junction rather 

than traversed the entire corridor end-to-end

• this could include data from external sources eg BODS 

2. Work is underway to reduce the time from data acquisition to being available for display 

3. Work has established before and after display formats

4. The tool has been tested “in the wild” by COYC

The current status of the tool is therefore ready for private BETA use, likely to evolve to a commercial 

service
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The current status - technology
The tools have gone through many sprints and tests

Work is continuing on:

• Evaluating whether bus location data from BODS and GPS traces captured from an OBDII ‘dongle’ is 

accurate enough to be ingested by INRIX and outputted as path data so it can be compared against 

other FVD data.

• Speeding up the processing time from raw GPS data being provided to INRIX by telematics providers to 

being ingested into PATH.

• Allowing users to select a node along a corridor and drill down to show individual journeys across 

surrounding segments (e.g. 0.5 miles up and downstream) for the selected time period – this should 

increase sample size as it would show journeys that have not traversed the entire corridor.

• Using the PATH system to evaluate York’s GLOSA system
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The Future   

Being a global company, INRIX US has in parallel developed a Signal Analytics tool for that market 

• This uses higher frequency set of data not readily available in UK currently. 

• Junction based (grid layout), rather than corridor/route and so challenges of roundabouts

• Has direct delay calculations, better than PATH, due to higher frequency set of data

INRIX Signal Analytics will ingest the Path Tool’s learnings, so providing a single unified tool (for US & UK)

• Use higher frequency data when more readily available in UK

• Deployment expected early 2022, 

• In the meantime, PATH can be used for signal maintenance funds to conduct “before & after” 

evaluations of Intersections and corridors

• DfT already buys a proportion of input data for the Signal Analytics tool, so a discount will be 

applied due to this for public sector-based clients in England.


